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“…Sky Break is a kind of love letter to America, a brilliant rumination on the months he spent in New London
while his wife was a Resident at the Griffis Art Center. It seems to have been a chance to put his life in
perspective, to review the past and look to the future. In a remarkable six months he has given us wonderful
new poems that detail his life there…”
From the preface by Richard Harteis and William Meredith
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People in the streets of Bulgaria greet their national poet "Lyubo" with love and respect.
In him the words "poet" and "conscience" are twins.
—Yevgeny Yevtushenko

Lyubomir Levchev was born in Troyan, Bulgaria, on April 27, 1935 and is regarded as one of the great
poets of Eastern Europe with international renown. He has a long and distinguished history of
commitment and service to literature and culture. He served as Chairman of the Bulgarian Writers’
Union (1979-1988), First Deputy Secretary of Culture of Bulgaria, and Editor-in-Chief of the literary
weekly of the Bulgarian Writers’ Union, “Literaturen Front”. He is a member of the European Academy
of Science, Art, and Culture, and the European Academy of Poetry. His many international awards
include the Gold Medal for Poetry of the French Academy and the honorary title of ‘Knight of Poetry’
from the French Government (1985); the Medal of the Venezuela Writers’ Association (1985); the Máté
Zalka and Boris Polevoy awards, Russia (1986); the Grand Prize of the Alexander Pushkin Institute and
the Sorbonne (1989); the Fernando Rielo World Prize for Mystical Poetry (1993); the Golden Wreath of
the Struga Poetry Evenings, Macedonia ( 2010); the Bulgarian State Award Order of the Balkan
Mountains 1st Class (2006) .
Levchev is the founder and editor of the International Literary Magazine “Orpheus”. He has over thirty
poetry books and three novels published in Bulgarian. The latest two among those are the biographical
novel Lament of the Dead Time (2011) and the collection of selected and new poems 77 Poems (2012).
Over 58 of his books have been translated and published in 36 countries worldwide.
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The Bulgarian-American
Creative Society
Forged from the powerful dream of Lyubomir Levchev, renowned Bulgarian poet, writer,
diplomat and visionary, the Bulgarian-American Creative Society has created a bridge between
two cultures since 2002. Established as an artist exchange program, participants reside in
either the enchanting village of Polkovnik Serafimovo in the mysterious Rhodope Mountains in
the Republic of Bulgaria or the small, bohemian City of New London, Connecticut in the United
States of America.
In a collaboration between three
entities;
1) The Orpheus Foundation
in Polkovnik Serafimovo,
Bulgaria,
2) The Griffis Art Center
in New London, CT USA, and 3)
3) The Griffis Foundation
in New London, CT USA,
invited painters, poets and cultural
ambassadors are welcomed to their
host countries to be immersed in the
art, ideas, culture and spirit of their
new communities.
As Hugh Kenneth Hill, former United States Ambassador in Sophia, Republic of Bulgaria said:
"They take away the beauty of this special place on their canvases and the
deeper impressions that are left in their senses and in their souls, and they also
leave a part of themselves behind."
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Bulgarian Poet Lyubomir Levchev, SPE Golden Wreath Laureate
(MIA, 05.03.2010) - Bulgarian poet Lyubomir Levchev is the "Golden Wreath"
laureate at this year's 49th Struga Poetry Evenings (SPE), reads the unanimous
decision of the festival's steering board.
"Levchev is without a doubt one of the biggest living Bulgarian poets, who keeps the poetry magic fresh
and attractive, aesthetically and thematically surprising and civilizationally wise, nurturing the human's
faith for an extended hand, in the elevated literary message and the creative unity of languages, which
richness makes the world more powerful in its mission to bring people and cultures closer", reads the
SPE board decision.
The international poetry affirmation of Lyubomir Levchev (75) began in Macedonia, with his poem
"Prisoners Listen to Music", translated by Gane Todorovski, and published in literary magazine
"Razgledi".
Levchev has written 50 poetry collections in Bulgarian language, along with 70 other books in 34
countries. The Bulgarian poet has won 17 national and international poetry awards at almost all
continents.
____
Lyubomir Levchev was born on 27 April 1935 in Troyan. He graduated from the History-philosophic
Faculty at the University St Kliment Ohridski in Sofia. He was an editor and editor-in-chief of the
magazine Literary Front (1961-1971), first Deputy Minister of Culture of Bulgaria (1975-1979), President
of the Writers’ Association of Bulgaria (1979-1989). Since 1991 he has been editor and owner of his
Publishing House Orpheus and the same-named international magazine. His first poetry book “The Stars
are Mine” was published in 1957. In 2007 he publishes his poetry book “The Last Poems”. In that period
of 50 years he published over 30 books of poetry, as well as the novels “Kill the Bulgarian!” (1988) and
“You are the Next” (1998). In 2008 the last volume of his selected works named “Dangerous Freedom”
was published.
Levchev’s works have been published in 34 countries in 70 separate books. He is a significant activist of
culture (1997), honourable PhD of the Bulgarian Free University, full-time member of the European
academy of art, science and culture in Paris, member-founder of the European Poetry Academy in
Luxembourg member of the international House of Poetry in Brussels, member of the International
literary fund of Moscow and a honourable member of “Kasa Internacional de Poesia” from Lima

